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HEADLINE SUMMARY - FEB 14, 1957

CZECHOSLOVAK:

RUDĚ PRAVO EDITORIAL DISCUSSES RECENT SOVIET PROPOSAL CONCERNING PEACE IN THE NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST AREAS.
AFTER 4 DAYS OF TALKS THE HUNGARIAN DELEGATION WHICH NEGOTIATED A NEW TRADE AGREEMENT LEFT PRAGUE. IT WAS RECEIVED BY SIROKY AND NOVOTNY BEFORE ITS DEPARTURE. AN AGREEMENT ON RESUMPTION OF DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS BETWEEN JAPAN AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA WAS SIGNED IN LONDON.

POLISH:

SOVIET AND EAST GERMAN DELEGATIONS ARE IN WARSAW FOR TALKS ON TRANSIT TRANSPORTATION THROUGH POLAND. COMMENTARY ON THE 20TH SOVIET CONGRESS ANNIVERSARY SAID THAT THE POLISH PARTY HAD TO LEARN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONGRESS FROM THE WORKING MASSES, WHICH IN POZNAŃ GAVE A WARNING THAT ONE CANNOT HALT HALF-WAY IN REPAIRING THE EVIL. (FEB. 13, 20:00 HRS)

HUNGARIAN:

A COMMENTARY BROADCAST BY PECS RÁDIÓ (FEB. 13, 17:30 HRS) DISCUSSED THE PROBLEMS OF PRODUCTION. INTRODUCTION OF NEW WORKING METHODS AND DECREASE OF PRODUCTION COSTS ARE NEEDED TO OFFSET THE FALL IN PRODUCTION.

MISKÓLC COURT HAS SENTENCED TWO PERSONS TO DEATH ON CHARGES OF ILLEGAL POSSESSION OF WEAPONS.
ALBANIAN—(FEB 14-TIRANA: 0645) ZIP EDITORIALLY DEALS WITH SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF SOVIET-C HINESE FRIENDSHIP TREATY.

EAST GERMANY—ANNIVERSARY OF AIR-RAID AGAINST DRESDEN IS OBSERVED AND THE ATTACK IS DESCRIBED AS AN ATTEMPT AT PREVENTING THE SOVIET ARMY FROM TAKING ANY INTACT GERMAN CITY.

ADENAUER MEETS BULGARIA'S MESSAGE BY IGNORING GDR. MARTIN RADMANN IN COMMENTARY DEMANDS A CLEARANCE OF SPD PROGRAM AND ATTITUDE. AN UNCLEAR ATTITUDE IS UNSUITABLE AS A STARTING POINT FOR ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN WHICH SHOULD ELIMINATE ADENAUER AND HIS COLD-WAR CONCEPTION, RADMANN SAID (BESNUR, FEB 13, 1900 HRS).

USSR—PRAVDA LEADER IS DEVOTED TO SOVIET-C HINESE FRIENDSHIP ON OCCASION OF THE SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FRIENDSHIP TREATY.

REPORT ON THE CONGRESS OF US COMMUNIST PARTY SAYS THE CONGRESS STRESSD LOYALTY TO MARXISM-LENINISM AND DICTATORSHIP OF PROLETARIAT.

ILL-FAMED EISENHOWER'S DOCTRINE VIOLATED UN CHARTER AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, SAYS RADIO MOSCOW'S OBSERVER IN A COMMENTARY (MOSCOW, FEB 13, 1920 HRS).

YUGOSLAV—LOZO COMMENTS ON SHEPILOV'S SPEECH AND SAYS DIFFERENCES IN VIEWS MUST NOT BE HINDRANCE FOR GOOD AND FRIENDLY RELATIONS BETWEEN USSR AND YUGOSLAVIA (BELGRADE—FEB 13, 1930 HRS).

ABOUT 300 HUNGARIAN REFUGEES FROM YUGOSLAVIA DECIDED TO RETURN HOME (BELGRADE—FEB 13, 1930 HRS)

“BORBA” COMMENTS ON WRITING OF SOVIET AND EASTERN EUROPEAN PRESS AND ON SHEPILOV'S RECENT SPEECH, WHICH ARE MISSING ANY SERIOUS EFFORT FOR ANALYZING PROBLEMS FACING SOCIALIST COUNTRIES AND WORKERS MOVEMENTS (BELGRADE—FEB 13, 2200 HRS).

ROMANIA—(FEB 14-BUCH: 0700) SHEPILOV'S REPORT IS THE OBJECT OF LEADING ARTICLES IN SCANTEIA, ROMANIA LIBERA & MUNCA.

BULGARIAN:

NEW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES OF THE FATHERLAND FRONT AND BULGARIAN SOVIET FRIENDSHIP SOCIETIES HAVE BEEN ELECTED.
1. SOVIET - CHINESE FRIENDSHIP
MOSCOW (FEB 14, 0600 HRS), TODAY'S PRAVDA LEADER IS DEVOTED TO SOVIET - CHINESE FRIENDSHIP. THE ARTICLE REVIEWS THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS FRIENDSHIP AND COMMON EFFORTS OF THE TWO STATES FOR BUILDING COMMUNISM. BOTH STATES CONSTITUTE IN THE INTERNATIONAL ARENA A POWERFUL INSEPARABLE FORCE, A NAGHTY STRONGHOLD OF THE STRUGGLE FOR PRESERVING WORLD PEACE.

PRAVDA SAYS IN CONCLUSION THAT THE CHINESE PEOPLE HAS STATED TO THE WHOLE WORLD THAT THE SOVIET UNION HAS FULFILLED HER INTERNATIONAL DUTY BY LIQUIDATING THE COUNTERREVOLUTION ARY REVOLT.

NATIONS OF SOCIALIST STATES MUST STILL MORE INTENSIFY THEIR VIGILANCE AGAINST SUCH AN EXPERIENCED AND PERFI DIOUS ENEMY AS INTERNATIONAL IMPERIALISM.

2. SOVIET NOTE AND US POLICY
MOSCOW (FEB 13, 1900 HRS), RADIO MOSCOW OBSERVER COMMENTS ON THE SOVIET NOTE TO WESTERN POWERS CONCERNING THE MIDEAST DEVELOPMENT AND SAYS INTER ALIA THAT THE US OVER THE HEAD OF THE UN AND BY VIOLATING THE UN CHARTER WILLFULLY WANTS TO TAKE FOR HERSELF THE ROLE OF AN ARBITER IN THE SETTLEMENT OF MIDEAST PROBLEMS. IKE'S DOCTRINE FORESEES ALSO A NUMBER OF OTHER MEASURES VIOLATING THE ELEMENTARY NORMS OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THUS CONTRADICTING THE INTERESTS OF MIDEAST STATES AND PROTECTING THE INTERESTS OF FRANCE, BRITAIN AND OTHER COUNTRIES.

ACCEPTANCE BY THE THREE WESTERN COUNTRIES OF PRINCIPLES SET UP BY THE SOVIET UNION WOULD CREATE THERE A NEW SOUNDS ATMOSPHERE, SAID OBSERVER.

3. CONGRESS OF THE AMERICAN CP


4. DOMESTIC NEWS.
NOTE: RADIO MOSCOW HAS BEGUN REPORTING ON UNANIMOUS APPROVAL OF SUPREME SOVIET DECISIONS BY WORKERS IN PLANTS AND ENTERPRISES, AND PLEDGES IN THIS CONNECTION.

MOSCOW (FEB 13, 2230 HRS) MORE THAN 200 SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF THE UZBEK AND TAJIK NATIONS GATHERED TODAY IN THE GREAT KREMLIN PALACE TO RECEIVE AWARDS FOR SUCCESSES SCORED IN COTTON-GROWING. VOROSHILOV DELIVERED A LENGTHY SPEECH.
MINISTER OF URBAN AND VILLAGE CONSTRUCTION OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION VESELOVSKY SAIAD AT THE CONFERENCE OF THE ACTIVE OF HIS MINISTRY THAT THIS YEAR THE BUILDERS OF THE MINISTRY WILL COMMISSION 900,000 METRES OF LIVING FLOOR SPACE, ALMOST DOUBLE THAT OF LAST YEAR.

MOSCOW (FEB 14, 0800 HRS), MORE THAN 1,200,000 INVENTIONS, TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS AND RATIONALIZATION PROPOSALS WERE INTRODUCED IN PEOPLE'S ECONOMY LAST YEAR.

5. NEWS SUMMARY.

MARSHAL ZHUKOV STAYS IN BURMA; USSR DELEGATION REQUESTED INCLUSION INTO UN AGENDA OF THE PROBLEM ON USSR AGGRESSIVE ACTIVITIES; 12TH ANNIVERSARY OF BUDAPEST LIBERATION BY SOVIET ARMY; ANNIVERSARY OF SOVIET-CHINESE FRIENDSHIP TREATY; ECHO IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES TO SESSION OF SUPREME SOVIET; FOREIGN PAPERS ON SHEPILOV SPEECH; RATIFICATION OF SOVIET-POLISH AGREEMENT ON STATIONING OF SOVIET TROOPS IN POLAND; THE PROBLEM OF AUTHORIZATION OF HUNGARIAN UN DELEGATION.

CZECHOSLOVAK MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
FEB 13, 14, 1957. PRAGUE I UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. RUDE PRAVO EDITORIAL
(FEB 14, 0518 HRS) TODAY'S RUDE PRAVO EDITORIAL IS ENTITLED: "SOVIET PROPOSALS - RELIABLE ROAD TO PEACE"

AND STRESSES THE SOVIET WILL FOR PEACE DOCUMENTED BY THE RECENT BULGARIN'S NOTE TO ADENAUER AND NOW BY THE NOTE TO THE US, GREAT BRITAIN AND FRANCE REGARDING THE PEACE IN THE NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST AREAS.

THE EDITORIAL ATTACKS LODGE AND EISENHOWER FOR THEIR ALLEGED STATEMENTS ON MISSILES. LODGE ASKED IN UN FOR CONTROL OF INTERCONTINENTAL MISSILE TESTS AND STRESSED THAT THE US WOULD EXPLOIT ATOMIC ENERGY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES, BUT PRESIDENT EISENHOWER ON JAN 18, 1957, GAVE PRIORITY TO PRODUCTION OF INTERCONTINENTAL MISSILES WITH ATOMIC WARHEADS.

IN CONCLUSION, THE EDITORIAL POINTS OUT THAT THE SYSTEM OF COLLECTIVE SECURITY IN EUROPE, IF ACCEPTED, WOULD AUTOMATICALLY SETTLE THE QUESTION OF DIVIDED GERMANY.

2. REPORT ON STAY OF HUNGARIAN DELEGATION IN PRAGUE
(FEB 13, 1600 AND 2200 HRS) THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT DELEGATION, NEGOTIATING IN PRAGUE A TRADE AGREEMENT, WAS RECEIVED DURING ITS STAY IN CSR BY PRIME-MINISTER SIROKY AND A. NOVOTNY, MINISTER OF FOREIGN TRADE R. DVORAK TOOK PART IN THE NEGOTIATIONS AS HEAD OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK DELEGATION WHICH WILL ALSO DEPART FOR HUNGARY TO CONTINUE THE TALKS. AFTER 4-DAY STAY, THE HUNGARIAN DELEGATION DEPARTED FROM PRAGUE.

3. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(FEB 13, 1900 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 1900 HRS) THE JAPANESE-CZECHOSLOVAK COMMUNIQUE ON RESUMPTION OF NORMAL RELATION WAS ANNOUNCED TODAY. THE NEGOTIATIONS WERE LED BY THE CZSL. AMBASSADOR IN LONDON DR. JIRI HAJEK AND THE JAPANESE AMBASSADOR.

(FEB 13, 2000 HRS) TWO-DAY CONFERENCE OF EDITORS IN TRANSPORTATION ADVERTISING ENDED TODAY IN ROZTEZ NEAR KUTNA HORA. DELEGATES FROM USSR, BULGARIA, ROMANIA, HUNGARY AND CSR TOOK PART. THE TOPIC OF THIS CONFERENCE WAS FURTHER COOPERATION OF PUBLISHING HOUSES IN TRANSPORTATION FIELD.

(FEB 13, 2200 HRS BRATISLAVA AND FEB 14, 0500 HRS PRAGUE) CSR AND THE KOREAN P.R. TODAY SIGNED AN AGREEMENT ON GOODS EXCHANGE IN 1957.
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(FEB 13, 2350 HRS) A TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND CSR WAS TODAY SIGNED IN VIENNA.

4. PRAVDA ON THE STATISTICAL REPORT
(FEB 13, 1230 HRS) ALSO TODAY'S SLOVAK PRAVDA CARRIED AN EDITORIAL DISCUSSING THE 1956 REPORT OF THE STATE STATISTICAL OFFICE. THE EDITORIAL ALSO STRESSES, AMIDST SUCCESSES, SOME FAILURE. DISCREPANCY BETWEEN WAGES AND LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY, DECREASE OF VEGETABLE PRODUCTION BY 1 PERCENT IN COMPARISON TO 1955 AND NON-FULFILLMENT OF PLAN OF THE ANIMAL PRODUCTION.

5. DOMESTIC NEWS
(FEB 13, 1900 HRS AND BRATISLAVA 1900 HRS) FIFTH CONGRESS OF THE TRADE UNION WORKERS IN BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY WAS TODAY OPENED IN PRAGUE. CHAIRMAN OF THE UNION REVIEWED THE PAST ACTIVITY AND CRITICIZED SOME SHORTCOMINGS. THE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY IS FAR BEHIND THE PLAN. THE UN-FULFILLED TASKS, DURING THE LAST 2 YEARS REPRESENT AN AMOUNT OF 650 MILLION CROWNS.

6. LECTURES - COMMENTARIES
(FEB 13, 1900 HRS BRATISLAVA) FOOTNOTE TO THE NEWS CRITICIZES THE MINE MIER IN NOVAKY - THE BEST MINE IN CSR IN JAN. WHICH IS NOW LAGGING BEHIND. THE MINERS, TECHNICIANS AND MASTERS ORGANIZATIONS FORGET ABOUT THEIR PROMISES AND PLEDGES. STOPPAGES AND IMPROPER TECHNOCAL DISCIPLINE IS THE MAIN CAUSE. THE MANAGEMENT DID NOT YET TAKE MEASURES FOR ELIMINATION OF THIS.

POLISH MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS FEB 13-14, 1957
WARSAW I UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. THURSDAY MORNING HEADLINES
(FEB 14, 0600, 0800 HRS) DELEGATIONS OF THE USSR AND GDR ARRIVED IN WARSAW LAST NIGHT TO ATTEND A THREE-NATION CONFERENCE ON TRANSIT TRANSPORTATION THROUGH POLAND. THE POLISH DELEGATION IS HEADED BY DEPUTY MINISTER POPIELAS. TALKS BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVES OF THE POLISH AND HUNGARIAN ACADEMIES OF SCIENCES OPENED IN WARSAW ON WEDNESDAY. RZESZOW DEPUTIES DISCUSSED THE PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN THE REGION. THE MINISTRY OF DELIVERIES IS DISCUSSING THE GROWING PROBLEM OF LAGGING DELIVERIES. KIELCE VOEVODSHIP, FOR EXAMPLE, DELIVERED ONLY 76 PERCENT OF ITS JANUARY PRODUCTS. MANY FARMS HAVE NOT EVEN STARTED THEIR DELIVERIES. THE MAIN REASON FOR THE SITUATION IS LACK OF DISCIPLINE IN DELIVERIES. 30 NEW COOPERATIVE FARMS HAVE BEEN FORMED IN WROCLAW VOEVODSHIP IN THE PAST THREE MONTHS. A CLUB OF WARSAW SEJM DEPUTIES HAS BEEN FORMED. THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE HAS ISSUED AN ORDER REGULATING LIVING QUARTERS FOR ARMY OFFICERS. MARRIED GENERALS, FOR EXAMPLE, WILL HAVE THREE ROOMS AND A KITCHEN, WHILE UNTIL NOW THEY ONLY HAD FLATS OF TWO ROOMS AND A KITCHEN. THE FIRST PRIZE FOR THE PROJECT OF A HEROES' MONUMENT FOR WARSAW WILL BE 100,000 ZLOTY. FOREIGN NEWS: ADENAUER SPEECH, BRITISH H-BOMB, ITALIAN SOCIALIST CONGRESS.

2. ECONOMIC NEWS (ALL FEB 13)
(2130 HRS WARSAW II) YOUTH PROGRAM BROUGHT A REPORT ON THE COUNTRY YOUTH CONFERENCE, WHICH PASSED A RESOLUTION ON THE START OF ACTIVITIES FOR AGRICULTURAL TRAINING, A RESOLUTION ON THE ORGANIZATION OF PEASANT UNIVERSITIES, AND EXCERPTS FROM THE IDEOLOGICAL PROGRAM DECLARATION STATING THAT THE UNION IS AN ORGANIZED IDEOLOGICAL, EDUCATIONAL AND POLITICAL MOVEMENT OF VILLAGE YOUTH, AND THAT THE WAY TO ARRIVE AT THE TRUTH IS BY DISCUSSION.
SUPERFLUOUS MACHINERY EQUIPMENT AND RAW MATERIALS MAY BE SOLD TO COOPERATIVE FARM MEMBERS AND CRAFTSMEN BY THE ELECTRICAL MACHINERY WORKS IN WROCLAW. - SMALL PRIVATE INDUSTRY NOW EMBRACES 1,400 ENTERPRISES EMPLOYING 6,000 PERSONS.

THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE ESTIMATES THAT IT WILL HAVE TO CONTRIBUTE TWO AND HALF BILLION ZLOTY TO THE ECONOMY OF STATE FARMS.

AN EMPLOYMENT CENTER FOR THOSE SEEKING JOBS HAS BEEN OPENED IN WARSAW.

A VOIVODSHIP CONFERENCE ON WORKERS' COUNCILS MATTERS IN CHRZANOW DISCUSSED ATTEMPTS TO DENY THE WORKERS' COUNCILS' RIGHT TO BE MANAGERS OF THEIR OWN ENTERPRISES.

3. OTHER NEWS (ALL FEB 13)

THE SUPREME SOVIET HAS RATIFIED THE AGREEMENT ON STATIONING OF SOVIET TROOPS IN POLAND.

THE SCIENTIFIC COUNCIL ATTACHED TO THE MINISTRY OF HEALTH HAS RECOMMENDED THE REORGANIZATION OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH CENTERS AND HEALTH CENTERS.

A BRANCH OF THE AMERICAN FIRM "POLONIA INTERNATION" HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED IN WARSAW. IT WILL BUY IN POLAND ARTICLES PRODUCED BY SMALL INDUSTRY AND HANDICRAFTS, AND SUPPLY THEM WITH RAW MATERIALS FROM THE U.S.

THE ANNUAL PRIZES OF THE CITY OF POZNAN HAVE BEEN AWARDED TO POETESS KAZIMIERA ILLAKOWICZOWNA, STEFAN WRTEL-WIERZCZYNKI, SCULPTOR BAZYLI WOJTOWICZ, ADAM DUBOWSKI AND KONRAD DRZEWIECKI.

THE DEPUTY MINISTER OF HIGHER EDUCATION GOLANSKI DISCUSSED THE "MODEST RESULTS" OF CONTACTS WITH FOREIGN COUNTRIES OF POLISH SCHOLARS, AND THE POSSIBILITIES OF POLISH STUDENTS STUDYING ABROAD.

COMMENTARY BY MARIA WOŁODARSKA DEVOTED TO THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE 20TH CP SU CONGRESS SAID THAT IN POLAND THE PZPR HAD TO LEARN ITS LESSON AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CONGRESS TO A CONSIDERABLE EXTENT FROM THE WORKING MASSES, WHICH IN POZNAN GAVE A WARNING THAT ONE CANNOT HALT HALF-WAY IN REPAIRING THE EVIL.

HUNGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS FEB.13-14, 1957

KOSZUTH RADIO UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. 12TH ANNIVERSARY OF BUDAPEST'S LIBERATION (FEB.13, 1000 HRS) PRESS REVIEW: NEPSZABADSAG AND NEPAKARAT BROUGHT ARTICLES ON THE 12TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE LIBERATION OF BUDAPEST BY SOVIET TROOPS.

2. PRODUCTION PROBLEMS (FEB.13, 1730 HRS) PECS RADIO IN A COMMENTARY DISCUSSED THE PROBLEM OF THE GENERAL PRODUCTION DECREASE. AMONG THE REASONS ARE THE 10 PERCENT INCREASE IN WAGES, THE FACT THAT MUCH OF THE FACTORY EQUIPMENT SUFFERED DURING THE STRIKES AND THE FACT THAT WORKING DISCIPLINE IS BAD. THE REMEDIES FOR THE SITUATION ARE, AS IN FORMER YEARS, INTRODUCTION OF NEW PRODUCTION METHODS AND DECREASE OF PRODUCTION COSTS. WORKING DISCIPLINE SHOULD BE IMPROVED. AS LONG AS FACTORIES DO NOT CARRY THIS OUT, HUNGARY WILL NOT BE ABLE TO COMPETE, THERE CAN BE NO POSSIBILITY OF INCREASING THE STANDARD OF LIVING.
3. OTHER NEWS (FEB. 13)
(2000 HRS) SZULOFIELD BROADCAST:

1) UPTO JAN. 31, HUNGARY HAS RECEIVED AID TOTALLING
60 MILLION FORINTS FROM THE PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACIES. IN FEBRUARY,
LARGE DELIVERIES OF TEXTILES, SHOES, CHILDREN'S CLOTHES,
SALT, WOOD AND COAL ARE EXPECTED.

2) THE EUROPEAN EMIGRATION ORGANIZATION HAS ANNOUNCED THAT
170,017 HUNGARIAN REFUGEES HAVE ARRIVED IN AUSTRIA SINCE OCTOBER.
OUT OF THIS, 109,514 LEFT FOR OTHER COUNTRIES OR RETURNED
TO HUNGARY. 60,000 HUNGARIANS ARE STILL IN AUSTRIA. REFUGEES
IN YUGOSLAVIA WHO WANT TO RETURN WILL BE REPATRIATED ON FEB. 14.
(NO FIGURES GIVEN.)

2200 HRS) KOSZUTH RADIO SAID THAT THE MISKOLC DISTRICT COURT
HAS SENTENCED 19-YEAR OLD LASZLO LUKOVIC AND 22-YEAR OLD
NIKLAS OLAK TO DEATH ON CHARGES OF ILLEGAL POSSESSION OF
WEAPONS. THE TWO HEADED A COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY BAND WHICH
KILLED A MAJOR OF THE STATE SECURITY AUTHORITIES IN DECEMBER.

RUMANIAN - MONITORING - FEB. 13-14, 1956

1. ACER PRESS BRIEFS
(FEB. 13, BUCH: 2012) NEWSPAPER "MUNCA" REPLIES TO RFE
CONCERNING RPR'S PRODUCTION OF EXPORT GOODS (1) - PRODUCTION
OF CONSUMER GOODS IN RPR (2) (NOTE: ITEM THREE TO NINE DEAL WITH
MINOR TOPICS).

2. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(FEB. 13, BUCH: 1300) A 36-MAN DELEGATION OF BULGARIAN AGRICULTU-
RAL COOPERATIVES ARRIVED IN BUCHAREST AS GUESTS OF MINISTRY
FOR AGRICULTURE TODAY. TODAY ALSO RETURNED HOME THE RPR
DELEGATION OF COLLECTIVE FARMERS WHO HAD BEEN VISITING
BULGARIA FOR TWO WEEKS.
(1700) AT MEETING ORGANIZED BY THE YOUTH UNION COMMITTEE
OF THECONSTANTA REGIONAL MARITIME DIRECTORATE
RECENTLY, YOUNG WORKERS OF THE CONSTANTZA PORT HAVE HEARD
SAILORS OF FOREIGN SHIPS ANCHORED THERE SPEAKING
ABOUT LIFE AND FOLKLORE IN THEIR COUNTRIES, AND THEN
TOLD GUESTS ABOUT THEIR DAILY WORK.
(2200) ATHENS DEPUTY AND POLITICAL COMMENTATOR OF GREEK
NEWSPAPER "ATHINAIKI" ELIAS SPREDIMATIS (?) WHO IS ON A
TOUR OF THE USSR AND PEOPLE'S DEMOCRACIES, IS NOW VISITING
BUCHAREST AND HAVING INTERVIEWS WITH WRITERS AND newsmen.

3. UN WORK AND RPR
(FEB. 13, BUCH: 2300) THE UN COMMITTEE NUMBER THREE HAS RECENTLY
DEBATED ON THE REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
COUNCIL CONCERNING AID TO UNDEVELOPED AREAS AND ADOPTED
UNANIMOUSLY A RESOLUTION RECOMMENDING SUPPORT TO SUCH
PROGRAM AND MEASURES FOR THEIR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT.

A STRING OF COUNTRIES, INCLUDING THE US AND
FRANCE, PROPOSED SOME AMENDMENTS TO A CZECH-SPONSORED DRAFT
RESOLUTION TO THIS END, WITH PURPOSE OF BECITITLING ROLE OF
CULTURAL RELATIONS IN BETTERMENT OF INTERNATIONAL SITUATION.
RPR DELEGATE MEZINESCSCI SUPPORTED THE CZECH DRAFT, WHICH
WAS ADOPTED WITH 64 VOTES, LIBERIA AND KUOMINTANG ABSTAINING.
4. FARMING
(FEB. 13-BUCH: 1700) ACCORDING TO COMMUNIQUE OF THE MINISTRY FOR AGRICULTURE, COLLECTIVE AND PRIVATE FARMS HAVE OVERHAULED PLOW-TRACTORS 86 PERCENT, AND SOWERS 76.5 PERCENT. IN MTS THE OVERHAULING PLAN HAS BEEN CARRIED OUT SO FAR AS FOLLOWS: TRACTORS 65.9 PERCENT, PLOW-TRACTORS 84.5, SOWERS 78.8, AND CULTIVATORS 61 PERCENT.
(CRAIOVA: 1800) THE BAILESTI DISTRICT PARTY COMMITTEE AND THE DISTRICT PEOPLE’S COUNCIL HAVE ISSUED A CALL FOR AGRICULTURAL COMPETITION, PLEDGING THEMSELVES TO CONDUCT AMONG FARMERS SUCH MASS POLITICAL WORK AS TO MAKE THEM REACH FOLLOWING ACHIEVEMENTS: COLLECTIVE FARMS AND AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES OF PRODUCTION, AS WELL AS STATE FARMS, 2,200 KILOS OF WHEAT PER HA; AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS 2,000 KILOS OF WHEAT PER HA, AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR 1,750 KILOS PER HA; AS TO MAIZE, COLLECTIVE FARMS, AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES, AND STATE FARMS 3,300 KILOS PER HA; AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS 3,100; PRIVATE SECTOR 2,950 KILOS PER HECTARE; AS TO BEET, OVER 18,000 KILOS PER HA; AS TO VEGETABLE AND GREENS, THE CALL URGES TO PLANT THEM ON OVER 800 HA, INCLUDING 380 HA OF IRRIGATED LAND.

THE CALL ALSO URGES COMPLETION OF MACHINE OVERHAULING, SETTING UP OF COLLECTIVES TO CHECK QUALITY OF REPAIRS, ETC.

PARALLELY WITH ACTION FOR THE SPRING CAMPAIGN, WIDE POLITICAL WORK WILL BE CARRIED OUT IN FEBRUARY, MARCH AND APRIL TO EXTEND LAND SOCIALIZATION TO 10,000 HA, SO THAT BY MAY-DAY COOPERATIVATION OF THE DISTRICT MAY INCREASE FROM 16 TO 32 PERCENT. OVER 1000 PARTY AND STATE ACTIVISTS WILL TRAIN OVER 5,000 COLLECTIVE AND ASSOCIATED FARMERS IN FULFILLING AND OUTSTRIPPING THEIR PLEDGES.

5. COMMUNIST EDUCATION

6. WORLD SEEN FROM EAST
(FEB. 13-14) USSR AND YUGOS HAVE SIGNED ACCORD ON ATOM-FOR-PEACE COLLABORATION -- IN BERLIN, GROTEWOHL HAS SPOKEN ABOUT GERMAN REUNIFICATION -- WORLD FEDERATION OF DEMOCRATIC WOMEN: THE CALL OF HUNGARIAN WOMEN URGING RETURN OF HUNGARIAN CHILDREN HAS HAD POWERFUL ECHO AMONG WORLD’S WOMEN....

NASSER STRESSES SIGNIFICANCE OF SYRIAN-Egyptian collaboration--BRITAIN REJECTS JAPAN'S REQUEST TO STOP ATOM TESTS IN PACIFIC--THE US NEGOTIATING FOR SETTING UP MILITARY BASES IN ETHIOPIA--BRITISH PUBLIC OPINION OPPOSING PLANS FOR ESTABLISHING US BASES FOR TELEGUIDED MISSILES IN BRITAIN--SOVIET EXHIBITION OF ATOM-FOR-PEACE OPENED IN HELSINKI--TODAY, FEB. 13, IS TWELFTH ANNIVERSARY OF BUDAPEST LIBERATION BY RED ARMY--MAX WEIMANN: THE BONN MILITARISTS TRY TO CONVINCE GERMANS THAT THE USSR IS THEIR DEADLY ENEMY; BULGANIN MESSAGE, INSTEAD, SHOWS THAT USSR WANTS TO HELP THEM TO UNIFY GERMANY--URS S UN DELEGATE SOBOLEV: THE US TEND TO EXAGGERATE THE HUNGARIAN PROBLEM FOR THEIR POLITICAL AND PROPAGANDA PURPOSES--PROTOCOL HAS BEEN SIGNED BY CZECHS AND JAPAN FOR RESUMPTION OF NORMAL RELATIONS--
NOTE: BROADCASTS AND THE PRESS GIVE MUCH ATTENTION TO THE WORK OF THE USSR SUPREME SOVIET, AND TO SHEPILOV'S REPORT.

SCANTEIA DEVOTES ITS EDITORIAL TO SHEPILOV'S REPORT, UNDER HEADLINE "A WIDE PROGRAM OF PEACE CONSOLIDATION".

ROMANIAN PAPERS GIVE ALSO MUCH ATTENTION TO SOVIET NOTE SENT TO THE US, BRITAIN AND FRANCE CONCERNING PEACE AND SECURITY IN MIDDLE AND NEAR EAST.

BULGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS. 14 FEBRUARY 1957

1. RABOTNICHESKO DELO LEADER.


2. NEW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE FF.
   SOFIA (13 FEB, 1800 HRS.) ON PROPOSAL OF Todor Zhivkov, MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF THE FF, NEW EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE SAME WAS ELECTED AS FOLLOWS: PRESIDENT - DIMITAR GANEV; VICE-PRESIDENTS - GEORGI TRAYKOV, KIMON GEORGIEV, TSOLA DRAGOYCHEVA; SECRETARIES - DEMIR YANEV, NIKOLA DZHAHANKOV, PETER POPZLATEV; AND MEMBERS - RADA BALGARANOVA, FERDINAND KOZOVSKI, HRISTO MARHOLEV, DIMITAR NIKOLOV, ASSEN PAVLOV, STOYAN POPOV, SLAVCHO STOYLOV AND HRISTO STOYKOV.

3. NEW BULGARIAN-SOVET FRIENDSHIP COMMITTEE ELECTED.
   SOFIA (13 FEB, 2030 HRS.) TODAY, A CONFERENCE OF THE DELEGATES OF THE FORMER BULGARIAN-SOVET SOCIETIES WAS HELD IN SOFIA. AN ALL-PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE FOR BULGARIAN-SOVET FRIENDSHIP, COMPOSED OF 91 MEMBERS, WAS ELECTED. THIS COMMITTEE IS COMPOSED OF NOTABLE FUNCTIONARIES OF THE UNION OF BULGARIAN-SOVET SOCIETIES, OUTSTANDING PUBLIC WORKERS, FUNCTIONARIES OF THE FATHERLAND FRONT, AND OTHER PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS.

   THE ALL-PEOPLE'S COMMITTEE ELECTED FOR PRESIDENT TSOLA DRAGOYCHEVA; VICE-PRESIDENTS: NIKOLAY GEORGIEV AND MANOLO STOYNOV; SECRETARY: MIHAIL MANEV, AND OTHER NINE MEMBERS AS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

4. PRESS REVIEW
   SOFIA (FEB 13, 0230 HRS.), ALL PAPERS REPORT IN DETAIL ON YESTERDAY'S SESSION OF THE FOURTH CONGRESS OF THE FATHERLAND FRONT.

   THE PRESS PUBLISHES ALSO THE STATEMENT BY COMRADE ENCHO STAIKOV, MEMBER OF THE POLITBUREAU OF THE BCPCC.

EAST GERMANY FEB 13 - 14, 1957

1. AGAINST THE WEST.-
   RADIO GDR (FEB 13, 1900 HRS), POPULATION OF DRESDEN
   OBSERVED TODAY THE 12TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DESTRUCTION
   OF THEIR CITY BY ANGLO-AMERICAN BOMBERS. MAYOR WEIDAUSER
   SPOKE AT A MASS DEMONSTRATION OF THE NATIONAL FRONT IN MEMORY
   OF 40,000 VICTIMS, AND DESCRIBED THIS ATTACK AS MURDER. THE
   HYPOCRITICAL ASSERTION OF IMPERIALISTS: THEY WANTED TO HIT
   FASCISTS BY THIS ACTION, HAS BEEN DENIED IN THE MEANTIME
   BY THE DEVELOPMENTS IN WESTERN GERMANY.-
   RADIO GDR (FEB 13, 1910 HRS), MAYOR WEIDAUSER ALSO SPOKE
   IN THE DAYS COMMENTARY ON THE SAME TOPIC. THE TRUTH ABOUT
   THE AIR-RAID AGAINST DRESDEN IS THAT IT WAS AIMED AT
   PREVENTING THE SOVIET TROOPS FROM TAKING ANY INTACT CITY.
   DRESDEN AND ALL OTHER DESTROYED CITIES ARE WARNING FOR
   PEACE AND UNDERSTANDING, CONCLUDED WEIDAUSER.-
   RADIO GDR (FEB 13, 1900 HRS), MINISTER OF INTERIOR
   OF GDR KARL MARON IN AN ABN INTERVIEW SAID THE INTRODUCTION
   OF GEHEN ORGANIZATION IN THE WG STATE APPARATUS IS AIMED
   AT COORDINATING ALL NATO SECRET SERVICES. GEHEN INFORMATION
   SERVICE HAS THE TASK OF MOBILIZING YOUTH FOR MILITARY
   PURPOSES AND OF INTENSIFYING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE AGAINST
   GDR.-
   CHIEF OF WG AIR FORCE KAMMNERER WELCOMED YESTERDAY
   (ON A TRIP IN CANADA) THE NATO DECISION ON USING ATOMIC
   WEAPONS IN A POSSIBLE FUTURE WAR.-

   DSENDEN (FEB 13, 1900, 2100 HRS), CHAIRMAN OF THE LDP
   OF THE DISTRICT KARL-MARK STADT, MUELLER SAID TODAY IN
   CONNECTION WITH BULGARIANS MESSAGE TO ADENAUER, THAT THE
   HECTIC PROPAGANDA OF WAR BY WG MILITARISTS HAS BEEN AGAIN MET
   BY THE SINCERE WISH OF THE SOVIET UNION FOR UNDERSTANDING.
   ADENAUER TRIED TO MEET THE POSITIVE ECHO OF BULGARIANS
   MESSAGE ALL OVER GERMANY BY IGNORING THE EXISTENCE OF GDR.
   (JONNY MAHOLOG SPOKE IN THE SAME VEIN ON ADENAUER'S ATTITUDE
   TO THE MESSAGE-DSENDEN, 2115 HRS).-

2. SPD AND REUNIFICATION.-
   DSENDEN (FEB 13, 1900 HRS), MARTIN RADMANN IN COMMENTARY
   DEALT WITH SPD ATTITUDE TO REUNIFICATION. THERE IS THE
   NECESSITY FOR CLEARING THE SITUATION CONCERNING GENERAL
   FORMULATIONS OF SPD LEADERSHIP IN CONNECTION WITH ITS DEMANDS
   FOR SECURITY AND REUNIFICATION, IN ORDER FOR ADENAUER AND
   HIS COLD WAR CONCEPTION TO BE ELIMINATED AND FOR A NEW
   ORIENTATION OF WG POLITICS TO BEGIN. THERE IS THE NECESSITY
   OF THE POINT ONE OF SPD PROGRAM BEING DIVIDED INTO SECURI-
   TY AND REUNIFICATION PROBLEMS WITH THIS SEQUENCE (GIVING Prio-
   RITY TO SECURITY). THE SECOND QUESTIONS IS: IS SPD READY TO
   INCLUDE IN ITS ELECTION CAMPAIGN THE DENUNCIATION OF THE PARIS
   ACCORDS? WITHOUT THIS THERE IS NO SERIOUS SPD REUNIFICATION
   PROGRAM. OLENHAUER'S STATEMENT ON BULGARIANS MESSAGE CANNOT
   BE UNDERSTOOD DESPITE BEST WILL. CAREFUL VEERING OF SPD DOES NOT
   CREATE A FIRM STARTING POINT FOR ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN, SAID
   RADMANN IN CONCLUSION.-

3. NEWS SUMMARY
   STRIKE IN SCHLESWIG - HOLSTEIN WILL PRESUMABLY END NEXT
   FRIDAY; EISENHOVER INVITED ADENAUER; OLENHAUER SAID IN
   NEW YORK GERMANS ALONE CANNOT SETTLE THE REUNIFICATION
   PROBLEM; ANOTHER 50 HUNGARIAN CHILDREN EXPECTED TO ARRIVE
   IN GDR; FURTHER TRANSPORTS FROM PEOPLES POLAND ARRIVED; SOVIET
   SCIENTISTS IN GDR; OLENHAUER IN NEW YORK: "OUR ATTITUDE HAS
   NOTHING IN COMMON WITH MARXISM" (RADIO GDR, FEB 14, 0500 HRS)
   FURTHER WORKING TIME CUTS IN GDR.
1. Tanjug Reports Feb 13th
The international ice-hockey tournament will end today (1); the congress of workers councils of Yugoslavia will be held from 25 to 27, June this year (2); Yugoslavia and US governments agreed that another 1,200 million dinars from the counter-part funds be spent for the development of Yugoslagriculture (3); "The Adriatic Free Navigation", a Yugoslav enterprise, has opened a new line Rumania - Middle East (4); Yugoslav ambassador Bjerdja called on the Egyptian minister of industry Sedki today (5).

2. Yugoslav Comment of Shepilov Speech
Belgrade (Feb 13, 1930 hrs), carries a commentary by ranko lozo titled "A Sort or Two in Connection with the Speech by Soviet Foreign Minister Shepilov".

The commentator disagrees with Shepilov's declaration that cooperation between the USSR and Yugoslavia depends primarily on the attitude of Yugoslav leaders which allegedly is not friendly (for full text see usis).

3. Hungarians Go Home
Belgrade (Feb 13, 1930 hrs), publishes an anonymous report on Hungarian refugees in Yugoslavia who have decided to return home (summary with quotations):

"All those refugees from Hungary who have expressed the wish to return home, gathered today in Srbovanc before the UN observer, in presence of representatives of Yugoslau authorities and of the Hungarian commission for repatriation. The UN observer, representative of the high commissioner for refugees, asked each one of Hungarian refugees who want to be repatriated, whether their decision to return home is the result of their voluntariness or of somebody's influence. All answered that they have voluntarily decided to make this step."

Various reasons for fleeing - the author then quotes several refugees to show which reasons had moved these Hungarians to escape. One worker had been unemployed, another came to find his daughter. Hungarian representative answered questions of refugees: "He decisively guaranteed freedom to all, if they, of course, had not committed crimes in Hungary". Farkas Laszlo had been a soldier before he escaped. The Hungarian representative could not tell him anything definite. After a short hesitation, Laszlo despite that decided to repatriate. The shoemaker Janos once failed in attempt at returning home illegally. He feared that a legal repatriation with a list which bears also his name, could cause unpleasant consequences.

Feverish considerations - each individual case is a story for itself. There was not enough decisiveness in some statements. There was also hesitation. Some refugees will spend next night in feverish consideration of the question what to do tomorrow, as they have been given possibility to decide at the last moment. Two or three refugees have declared today before the commission that they have changed their mind and that they are waiving repatriation. They will return to their former residence (in Yugoslavia)"

On this occasion about 300 Hungarian refugees have decided to return home.

4. "Borba" Attacks Shepilov
Belgrade (Feb 13, 2200 hrs), carries excerpts from a "Borba" article by unknown author titled "The Honest Socialist Discussion or Polemics Without Principles", attacking Soviet press, the press of some Eastern European countries and at last Shepilov for a "polemical action without arguments, but full of obscure insinuations, and tendentious accusations."
NO SERIOUS DISCUSSION
DURING THE LAST FEW MONTHS, "BORBA" WRITES, AND ESPECIALLY
AFTER OCTOBER EVENTS IN POLAND AND HUNGARY, MANY ARTICLES
HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED IN SOVIET AND OTHER EAST EUROPEAN PRESS,
DEVOTED TO THE PROBLEMS OF RELATIONS BETWEEN SOCIALIST
COUNTRIES, OF PROLETARIAN INTERNATIONALISM AND OF DICTATORSHIP
OF PROLETARIAT. AT FIRST SIGHT ONE COULD GET IMPRESSION
THAT A BROAD DISCUSSION ON CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS OF SOCIALISM
IS DEVELOPING, BUT THIS IMPRESSION DISAPPEARS AFTER THESE
ARTICLES HAVE BEEN READ.
"BORBA" CONTINUES BY STRESSING THAT AN ATTEMPT AT
GIVING A SUMMARY OF FUNDAMENTAL IDEAS FROM THESE ARTICLES
MUST LEAD TO FOLLOWING CONCLUSION:

SAME PATTERN
FIRSTLY, ALL THESE ARTICLES HAVE BEEN WRITTEN FOLLOWING THE
SAME PATTERN AND WITHOUT ANY SERIOUS EFFORT TO ANALYZE PROBLEMS
WHICH ARE FACING SOCIALIST COUNTRIES AND WORKERS' MOVEMENTS.
LEITMOTIF OF THESE ARTICLES IS THE VERY SIMPLE THESIS THAT
SOCIALISM IS THREATENED BY OFFENSIVE-REACTIONARY FORCES,
THIS CAUSING NECESSITY OF A STILL CLOSER RALLY OF SOCIALIST
COUNTRIES AND COMMUNIST PARTIES AROUND THE SOVIET UNION. AS THESE
AUTHORS PRETEND THAT ONLY THEIR VIEWS CAN AND MUST BE CORRECT,
IT IS OUR DUTY TO TELL OUR OPINION.

DENIAL OF INTERNAL FACTORS
SECONDLY, THE MENTIONED AUTHORS DENY THE EXISTENCE OF
INTERNAL FACTORS WHICH HINDER THE SOCIALIST DEVELOPMENT.
IGNORING THE FUNDAMENTAL SOCIAL ROOTS OF POLISH AND HUNGARIAN
EVENTS, THEY ARE READY TO DENY OR AT LEAST TO BILITTE THE
HARMFULNESS OF STALINIST POLICY. ALSO HERE WE HAVE DIFFERENT
VIEWS. THE FUTURE AND THE PRACTICE WILL SHOW WHO HAS BEEN RIGHT.

THE SLOGAN "NATIONAL COMMUNISM"
THIRDLY, NEARLY ALL ARTICLES CONCERNING CONTAIN ATTACKS
AGAINST PEOPLE WHO WISH TO_WEAKEN THE UNITY OF SOCIALIST
ACTING BEHIND THE SCREEN OF AN ALLEGED COUNTRIES, STRUGGLE
AGAINST STALINISM AND STRESSING THE SLOGAN OF "NATIONAL COMMUNISM".

SHEPILOV SPEECH
IN CONTINUATION "BORBA" STRESSES THAT ALSO RECENT SHEPILOV'S
SPEECH CONTAINS STATEMENTS SIMILAR TO THOSE IN THE
EASTERN EUROPEAN PRESS. WELCOMING THE WISH FOR A SUCCESSFUL
DEVELOPMENT OF YUGO-SOVIET RELATIONS ON THE BASIS OF FRIENDSHIP
AND EQUALITY, WE CAN NOT ACCEPT THE FORMULATION WHICH
MAKES IMPRESSION THAT TO REACH NORMALIZATION IS PRIMARILY THE
RESULT OF SOVIET EFFORTS. FURTHERMORE, SHEPILOV'S STATEMENT CAN
BE UNDERSTOOD AS THE ATTITUDE, THAT THE SOVIET-YUGOSLAV FRIENDLY
RELATIONS CAN DEVELOP ONLY IF YUGO COMMUNISTS ACCEPT THOSE SOVIET
IDEOLOGICAL POSITIONS, ON WHICH WE TODAY DISAGREE.
"BORBA" ENDS BY STRESSING THAT THE DIFFERENCES OF VIEWS
ON IDEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS AND ON VARIOUS QUESTIONS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL POLICY, SHOULD NOT BE OBSTACLES FOR A FRUITFUL
DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, FOR WHICH BROAD
POSSIBILITIES EXIST.

5. FOREIGN RELATIONS
ZAGREB (FEB 13, 1700 HRS), YUGO-ITALIAN TALKS ON SPECIAL
DELIVERIES ARE NEARING THEIR END.
THE "JUGOTURBINA" ENTERPRISE HAS RECEIVED ORDER TO DELIVER
TWO SHIP DIESEL ENGINES TO BURMA.
ALBANIAI FEB 13-14, 1957

1. THE PRESS.-
   (FEB. 14-TIRANA: 0645) ZERI I POPULLIT EDITORIALLY DEALS WITH SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY OF SOVIET-CHINESE FRIENDSHIP TREATY.-

2. HOME NEWS.-
   (FEB. 13-TIRANA: 1830) THE LIGHT INDUSTRY WILL PRODUCE THIS YEAR 20 PERCENT MORE GOODS THAN LAST YEAR. BY 1960, THE OUTPUT OF THE LIGHT INDUSTRY WILL BE DOUBLED. ALBANIAN INCUBATORS THIS YEAR WILL PRODUCE 300,000 CHICKENS, THAT IS 80,000 OVER LAST YEAR.-
   (2000) TODAY THE PRESIDIOUM OF THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY AWARDED ORDER OF FREEDOM CLASS ONE TO VICE PRIME MINISTER AND DEFENCE MINISTER BEQIR BALLUKU AND TO CHAIRMAN OF THE STATE PLANNING COMMISSION SHEFQET PEQI, ON THEIR BIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY AND IN RECOGNITION OF THEIR SERVICES TO THE COUNTRY AND THE PARTY. PRESENT AT CEREMONY WERE HAXHI LLESHI, ENVER HOXHA, AND MEHMET SHEHU.-
   THE ENVER HYDROPOWER STATION IS TO BE COMMISSIONED IN THE FOURTH QUARTER OF THIS YEAR. THE 30-KILOMETERS LONG CERRIK-STALINTOWN HIGH TENSION LINE HAS BEEN COMPLETED; ANOTHER ONE IS TO LINK TIRANA WITH MALOT.-
   ALLOCATIONS FOR BUILDINGS IN STATE FARMS THIS YEAR ARE 13 PERCENT HIGHER THAN LAST YEAR. THE BUILDING PLAN PROVIDES FOR 78 HOUSES, MOSTLY IN LUSHNJE.-
   (ATA-FEB. 13-ITEM THREE) OIL AND GAS RESEARCH WILL BE STARTED IN TWENTY NEW FIELDS, TWELVE OF WHICH WILL BE PREPARED FOR DRILLING OF GREAT DEPTH PROSPECTION, USING MOST UP-TO-DATE SOVIET EQUIPMENT.-